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Into the bargain—a parable in two parts:
David ARMSTRONG SIX at goodwater

Gordon LEBREIDT

MORRIS: Why didn't you make it larger so that it would look over the observer?
SMITH: I was not making a monument.
MORRIS: Then why didn't you make it smaller so that the observer could see over the top?
SMITH: I was not making an object.1

In this now-eminent exchange, Robert Morris queries Tony Smith on the prescript for the work called Die (1962). Clearly, when it came to scale, Smith preferred something intermediate, something neither too large—a monument—nor too small—an ornament.2 According to Morris, sculpture, a category that would encompass all useless three-dimensional things, falls between these two extremes, these two limits. As it turns out, Smith's intermediate thing, his modular (hence, expandable) prescript—Die being the empirical representative of such a prescript—measures out at 6 x 6 x 6 feet. With something like Die, Smith opts for a constant based more or less on the generic dimensions of the human body. Free Ride, a work from the same year, is only slightly larger; based on the open cube schema of Die, the length-dimension of each of its three axes is 68"; which is to say, about the height of a typical domestic door opening.

Because I was not making a monument, I was not making an object. It's one of a number of works exhibited at goodwater under the title How are You Feeling, Doctor? Aside from the intensity of this particular work (it's composed, in part, of commercially available fluorescent lighting strips), I'm struck by the "base"—it indeed that's what we should call it. Conceivably, the banks of lighting strips, which have been configured to replicate the coiled or twisted schema of Free Ride, could have been placed without any additional support. However, Armstrong Six's imposition, his 23 x 1 x 17 inch prosthesis, reads as a counterpoint, or counterpart, to the illuminated structure it labours to set off. In other words, even though it comes to lift, to place in relief as it were, the fit component of the work—the thing to which, we suppose, the title refers—much like any conventional base, it does so as if it were itself another work like its companion, this base, podium, plinth or stage could stand its place as a work. If we take it that such might be the case, then these two things do indeed form an odd or eccentric couple, in spite of the fact that nothing of their situation appears to be out of place. As composite objects, both retain and reflect in a most uncompromising fashion, their vernacular origins. Even the manner in which each of them is put together is straightforward and relatively transparent. And each is, with a nod to Smith's original schema, domestic rather than public in scale.3 Everything, it would appear, fits rather comfortably with respect to the space at hand. Yet the base, which is base in every sense of the word, has little or no work to do, for when its partner above is powered up (sometimes, at the discretion of John Goodwin, it remains off), the load, the "content" that it supports, that it holds aloft, is at once dematerialized. It would seem that what would normally bank on the proficiency of its support has, at certain times, no need of its services. Levitation—or levity, since all of this is also quite funny—is part of the bargain. But it is precisely light, an irradiation so aggressive in this case that it incapacitates the eye, which cancels the contract or bond between the two components. We could say that this effect of lighting cuts into the entire presentation, overflowing its local or domestic margins, it thus works to belittle or reduce—to the point of annihilation—everything that makes up its scene, to make light of or lay waste to its organization, its mise en scène.

So, what of the fate of our two speculative partners and their less than secure pact? Well, with all this talk of the scene and its fading, of retreat or withdrawal, of or not. Open, it appears to be empty. A closer inspection of the interior, however, reveals a grotesque and slightly oversized index finger, carved from wood, protruding from one of the four sides. As well, the object bears a title—Your Sadness Equals My Sadness And So On...—that clearly establishes its singularity while at the same time of annihilation. Clearly, when it came to scale, Smith preferred something intermediate, something neither too large—a monument—nor too small—an ornament. According to Morris, sculpture, a category that would encompass all useless three-dimensional things, falls between these two extremes, these two limits. As it turns out, Smith's intermediate thing, his modular (hence, expandable) prescript—Die being the empirical representative of such a prescript—measures out at 6 x 6 x 6 feet. With something like Die, Smith opts for a constant based more or less on the generic dimensions of the human body. Free Ride, a work from the same year, is only slightly larger; based on the open cube schema of Die, the length-dimension of each of its three axes is 68"; which is to say, about the height of a typical domestic door opening.

Because I was not making a monument, I was not making an object. It's one of a number of works exhibited at goodwater under the title How are You Feeling, Doctor? Aside from the intensity of this particular work (it's composed, in part, of commercially available fluorescent lighting strips), I'm struck by the "base"—it indeed that's what we should call it. Conceivably, the banks of lighting strips, which have been configured to replicate the coiled or twisted schema of Free Ride, could have been placed without any additional support. However, Armstrong Six's imposition, his 23 x 1 x 17 inch prosthesis, reads as a counterpart, to the illuminated structure it labours to set off. In other words, even though it comes to lift, to place in relief as it were, the fit component of the work—the thing to which, we suppose, the title refers—much like any conventional base, it does so as if it were itself another work like its companion, this base, podium, plinth or stage could stand its place as a work. If we take it that such might be the case, then these two things do indeed form an odd or eccentric couple, in spite of the fact that nothing of their situation appears to be out of place. As composite objects, both retain and reflect in a most uncompromising fashion, their vernacular origins. Even the manner in which each of them is put together is straightforward and relatively transparent. And each is, with a nod to Smith's original schema, domestic rather than public in scale. Everything, it would appear, fits rather comfortably with respect to the space at hand. Yet the base, which is base in every sense of the word, has little or no work to do, for when its partner above is powered up (sometimes, at the discretion of John Goodwin, it remains off), the load, the "content" that it supports, that it holds aloft, is at once dematerialized. It would seem that what would normally bank on the proficiency of its support has, at certain times, no need of its services. Levitation—or levity, since all of this is also quite funny—is part of the bargain. But it is precisely light, an irradiation so aggressive in this case that it incapacitates the eye, which cancels the contract or bond between the two components. We could say that this effect of lighting cuts into the entire presentation, overflowing its local or domestic margins, it thus works to belittle or reduce—to the point of annihilation—everything that makes up its scene, to make light of or lay waste to its organization, its mise en scène.

So, what of the fate of our two speculative partners and their less than secure pact? Well, with all this talk of the scene and its fading, of retreat or withdrawal, of or not. Open, it appears to be empty. A closer inspection of the interior, however, reveals a grotesque and slightly oversized index finger, carved from wood, protruding from one of the four sides. As well, the object bears a title—Your Sadness Equals My Sadness And So On...—that clearly establishes its singularity while at the
with the territory, that it arises from the opening itself. Here, as Lyotard once wrote, there are only encoun­ters, "each tracing at full speed around itself a multitude of transparent walls, secret thresholds, open grounds, empty skies in which each encounter frees itself, overflows itself, is forgotten, — or is repeated, ceasing then to be an encounter."

The labyrinth, then, issues forth from the encounter, around which turn two very different stories of a support: a staging of the stage (the terrasylum already a labyrinth en abyme) whose fate is itself mediated by a story of light. A devastating cameraistic light, one that comes to voraciously consume the eye as well as the scene. —
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NOTES
2. The choice of the word "ornament" is Morris' given that, when speaking of scale with respect to the medium of sculpture, he reserves the term "object" to mean any three-dimensional thing falling between the monument and the ornament. See Continuous Project Altered Daily, 11.
3. Using commercially available fixtures (the fluorescent tubes are eight feet in length), Armstrong Six comes close to duplicating the overall dimensions of Smith's Free Ride which were based on the height of a standard domestic (interior) door opening. Here, I have taken the liberty of substituting Morris's use of the word "ornament" with "domestic."

David ARMSTRONG SIX
Carved wood, cardboard box, 11 x 22 1/2 inches.
Photo: Nester Knyazev.

same time announcing, perhaps, some other terrible or sorrowful calamity. A comedic accent to offset the overbearing excesses of its neighbour? It could be, since the thing wouldn't seem out of place amongst the macabre gags and other necrophilia one might expect to find in something like the Addams family's attic. One could imagine that the thing, the finger that is, as being more or less alive, and that, being constrained to the inside of the box, gets transported from venue to venue — under the arm of the artist, its master, no doubt. A mobile quasi-object, a joker of sorts, its only function is to point. But to what does it gesture? To the centre of the interior of its prison of course, the set piece of which we now have the privilege to view from the outside. But this stage, this theatrical opening, has no outside. That's the joke, and it isn't particularly amusing. Why? Because it doesn't really exist. There are no walls, for in this labyrinth it is terror that holds court. And what is the nature of this terror? Let's just say that it comes